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FROM THE LEARNING CENTER
“THE UNFATHOMABLE ASCENT”
Wednesday, March 10, at 7 PM
A zoom presentation and Q & A with longtime
journalist, foreign correspondent and author
Peter Ross Range.
Range's beautifully crafted new book, published by Little, Brown and
Company, is the first to focus on Hitler's eight-year rise to power.
The author is a former Time Magazine Correspondent in Berlin, and
speaks fluent German. Range was also the Vietnam Correspondent for
Time and covered the White House for U.S. News & World Report.
In this program Range will talk about how unlikely it seemed, even at
the last minute, that the high-school dropout, street artist and
apparently failed politician would ever take charge. He will describe his
research in German archives, the craft of putting together the book,
and the parallels between Nazi Germany and Trump's USA.
Email TLC@Channingchurch.org to register and receive your Zoom
invitation. And order Peter's book at: https://www.amazon.com/gp/
product/0750995181/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i5

“MY FOREVER SUPERHERO”
Wednesday, March 24, at 7 PM
A book talk on Zoom, with Q & A featuring
Channing Author Fatima Devine and
Illustrator Cynthia Laroche
―My Forever Superhero’ is a sensitive and
humorous narrative about a boy and his family’s journey with
Alzheimer’s disease. Based on the actual experiences of the author
and other caregivers, the story is told from the perspective of an
adolescent son, providing the reader with an understanding of the
emotions and stress experienced by family members.‖ Fatima, who is
herself a social worker, has included wise and practical advice and a
table of resources at the end.
You may sign up for the program, or arrange to purchase a copy of
Fatima’s book ($18) by emailing to TLC@channingchurch.org.
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WORSHIP
SERVICES




10:00am: Live Zoom/YouTube
Worship
10:30am: Live Zoom Fellowship

March 7
UU Five Smooth
Stones Revisited
Rev. Bill Zelazny
As David went to fight Goliath, it
is written that he picked up five
smooth stones for his sling shot
and put them in his pouch. Over
the centuries the stones have
been given symbolic meaning to
name what David carried in his
heart that day – Faith, Trust,
Courage, Obedience, and Praise
(of God). These values are what
should guide the life and faith of
a Christian or Jew. Unitarian
Universalists also have five
smooth stones to guide us
according to Unitarian
theologian James Luther Adams
– Believe that revelation
is continuous; Understand that
mutual and free consent is the
foundation of right relations; Do
work to make a just and loving
community; Express our faith to
and in society; Live in hope. This
Sunday Bill will take another
look at these often recited UU
tenets.
March 14
The Practice of Connection
Rachel Balaban and
John Burnham
Channing member Rachel
Balaban will describe and lead us
through the different
connections that can make us
feel whole and bring meaning,
engaging us in seated movement
together. Her husband, John
Burnham, will assist in leading
the service as a conversation
Continued on Page 2

M I N I S T RY TO G E T H E R
that explores Rachel's work as a
teaching artist. Not only does
she lead classes for dancers with
movement challenges including
people with Parkinson's disease,
but Rachel also creates
intergenerational community in
the dance studio through
her Brown University courses
called "Artists and Scientists as
Partners."
Second Sunday Nonperishable
Food Collection: All are invited
to make a gift of non-perishable
food, which will be taken to a local
food bank. Items can be left in the
marked container on the Front
Porch of Channing House.

March 21
Seeking to Fill that
“God”-sized Hole
Rev. Bill Zelazny
We are all searching for
something. What that something
is may differ between people, but
it typically can be described as a
nagging sense that plagues our
thoughts of something big that is
undone, unfinished, or not
possessed that will make our life
perfect and fulfilled. St.
Augustine described it as
"...humanity's innate desire for
the infinite..." This restlessness
is a metaphor for seeking
something larger than ourselves.
Some people call it the Godsized hole in our spirit. Today,
Bill will explore this notion of
yearning for something more -the positive and negative side of
that emotional, psychological and
spiritual quest.

March 28
Songs of Life and Living
Jon Dember
A beautifully woven written tale
is an effective way to make
sense of the world, and
also transmit a deep, complex
message. But culture journalist,
Josue Brocca, in an article about
popular songs, reminds us that
any artistic discipline can be
used for storytelling. For him
one of the best is music. He
notes that "for a brief moment,
the music and lyrics become a
part of us, and in this way, we
let ourselves be flooded by
powerful words and emotions"
which can open new
perspectives on life issues.
Traditional country/folk music
artist, Jon Dember, is returning
to our sanctuary this Sunday
with a collection of songs that
will express a wide range of
emotions and human
conditions.
Jon’s has worked in residential
energy efficiency, building, house
renovation and historic restoration.
He plays multiple instruments and
does contra and Cajun/zydeco
dancing. He is a member of Farm
Dogs, which he formed in 2004,
that has played for past services at
Channing.

SUNDAY CHIMING
Mar. 7: Linda Beall
(9:30am & 10:45am)
Mar. 14: Cynthia Skelton
(9:30am) and Janna Pederson
(10:45am)
Mar. 21: Jim Freess (10:45am)
Mar. 28: Jim Freess (10:45am)
Please stop and listen, masked
and socially distanced,
from in and around Touro Park.
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2021 SEDER
OBSERVANCE

Sunday, March 28, 6:30pm
via Zoom
Once again, our
Church members
and friends will be
able to participate
in a Passover Seder together,
albeit now via Zoom.
The
Haggadah – which is the ancient
retelling of the Jews' exodus
from Egypt with ritual and
prayers -- will be read.
Individuals who would like to
participate in the reading of
the Haggadah should let
Rev. Bill know by email at:
minister@channingchurch.o
rg by March 22. We will sing
the Passover songs and eat the
foods from the Seder plate that
we will each prepare.
The Zoom link and list of Seder
plate foods, including a recipe
for Charoset (nut/apple chutney)
will be sent out before the
event. Irene Glasser and other
members of Channing Church
will lead the Seder.

COMMUNITY
MEAL
The
Channing
Community Meal
is the 3rd Monday
of the month at
5:00pm. The meal still goes on,
but in a different format. Every
month we (Joan Dermody and
Joy Benson) bring 25 meals to
the shelter and have 25 available
for those who come to
Channing. We pass them out
outside so everyone remains
safe.
~Joy Benson, Meal Manager
CommunityMeal@channingchurch.org

C H A N N IN G S T E WA R D S H I P

YOU KEEP
CHANNING
GOING!
KAPOW! Beaming in with
FABULOUS NEWS!
Channing’s Annual Stewardship
Campaign starts on March 1st
and runs through April 30th. Get
ready for some fun, as this year’s
theme unmasks and celebrates
“Channing Super Heroes.”
These are people from the past
and some walking among us in
the present sphere, who have
valiantly channeled their
remarkable ―super powers‖ for
the
good
of
our
congregation. You may know or
even secretly be one of them!
BOOM! Look in the mail for
your first transmission packet.
Jam-packed with dynamite
information, you won’t want to
miss it. Enclosed is an instant,
straightforward way to support
Channing with your super
generous donations … right
from the comfort of your living
room.
BANG…ZOOM! Grab your
capes - (invisibility or otherwise),
masks, and decoder rings and be
ready for more blasts about the
fun group ZOOM meetings
planned in the coming weeks.

BADA-BLING! Yep! That’s the
thing! Ultimately as members,
we are all stewards and
responsible for the financial wellbeing of our Church. Just as the
―Marvelous Comics‖ Super
Heroes banded together to
triumph over ―The Bad Guys‖
we are counting on your financial
strength to keep our staff,
special programs and community
outreach efforts vibrant and
alive. I’ll let you in on a
secret … YOU are the real
heroes!
~With joy and thanks, Chris
Stevenson, Stewardship Chair

CAPITAL CAMPAIGN
CORNER

“Slated” for Success!
Channing’s Charming Cupola
Looking for a little change of
scenery, while maintaining your
social distance? Drive down
Pelham Street some afternoon
soon, and see what’s going on at
Channing. These are your
Capital Campaign donation
dollars at work!
While waiting for a shipment of
slate to arrive, Crocker
Architectural is busy working on
the ―fine points‖ of the job.
After our historic steeple, the
most prominent feature on the
roof is the cupola. This is
situated at the roof line at the
juncture of the nave and
transept.
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Channing’s cupola is louvered
for ventilation, as was typical in
the 1800’s. Cupolas were
originally designed – whether
round, rectangular, or octagonal
- to add natural light and
ventilation to the area beneath a
roof. The proposed color for
the wood, once it’s restored, is
a dark green, which matches the
color used on the steeple during
our previous restoration effort
in 2009.
In this picture, Ed
is holding up the
finial, a striking
copper decorative
element from the
top of the cupola.
Not surprisingly,
the process of
removing the finial and getting it
down from the roof was difficult
and precarious. The piece will
need to be reinforced and
restored, which will require
some creative imagining of
missing parts. Once the finial
has been reconstructed, it will
take its place again atop our
roof.
One more thing! Crocker
Architectural will cap the
chimney, at the back of the
church. That will keep water
from leaking into the area
behind the wall in the vicinity of
the pulpit – no more bubbly
paint, we hope !
Thanks to all for your generosity
in helping to fund this important
work; to enable Channing’s
sanctuary to remain intact as
our beautiful, historic house of
worship.
~Susan Kieronski for the
Vision 2025 Steering
Committee

FROM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

Greetings to all Channing
members and friends. So here
we are in March 2021! I thought
I might offer a few fun facts
about March, from the Old
Farmer’s Almanac. March, the
third month of the year, was
named for the Roman god of
war, Mars. Traditionally, this was
the time of year to resume
military campaigns that had been
interrupted by winter. In the
early Roman calendar, March
(or Martius) was the first month
of the calendar year. As March
brought the first day of spring
with the vernal equinox, it was
the start of new beginnings.
March became the third month
when January and February,
which were added to the end of
the Roman calendar around
700 BCE, but then became the
first and second months around
450 BCE.
And what do we celebrate in
March?
March 8 is International
Women’s Day, a day to
celebrate the achievements
of women and the progress
made toward women’s
rights, and to bring attention
to ongoing struggles for
equality around the world.
March 14 is the start
of Daylight Saving Time,
which begins at 2:00
A.M. that day.
March 15 is the Ides of
March! Legend surrounds
this ill-fated day. Beware the
Ides of March!

March 15 is also Clean
Monday. Also called Pure
Monday, this day marks the
beginning of Great Lent for
followers of the Eastern
Orthodox Christian Church.
This day is similar to Ash
Wednesday of the
Western Church.
March 17 is St. Patrick’s
Day. According to folklore,
folks wear a shamrock on St.
Patrick’s Day because the
saint used its three leaves to
explain the Trinity.
March 20 brings about
the March equinox—also
called the vernal or spring
equinox in the Northern
Hemisphere—marking the
beginning of spring. In the
Southern Hemisphere, this
date marks the autumnal
equinox and the beginning
of fall. On this day, the Sun
stands directly over
Earth’s equator.
March 27 is the start
of Passover, which begins
at
sundown
on
this day. (which Channing
members will celebrate with
a virtual Seder … stay
posted)
March 29-31 are known as
the
Borrowing
Days. According to lore,
the last three days of March
have a reputation for
being stormy.

have so far paid and pledged.
Quite an achievement! And just
take a look at our Church
calendar and read the Catalyst to
see all the wonderful things that
continue to happen at Channing
and share my amazement and
gratitude for all are and all we
do. Every committee and so
many people have given their
time, talent, and treasure to
make the world a better place
for all.

What will we be doing at
Channing during this month of
new beginnings? Continuing on
with all we have been doing …
of course! So, drive by and see
the tremendous progress on our
new sanctuary roof made real by
the almost $500,000 that
Channing members and friends

In closing, in the spirit of the
loving kindness meditation, may
your March be safe, happy,
healthy, and a month with filled
ease.
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And a final word … please
support the efforts of Christine
Stevenson, one of our Channing
songbir ds and our ne w
stewardship chair, and the
pledge drive committee, who
will be conducting our annual
pledge drive during the month of
March. You will be receiving
your annual pledge letters,
information, and forms by mail.
Please take a moment to
complete your forms and get
them back to the Church so the
annual budget can be prepared
for your vote at the annual
meeting . Ther e w i l l be
announcements about pledge
events coming up so stay tuned
in and informed. I know it’s
another ask for funds, and you
have been so generous already,
but these funds … as usual …
are for salaries for our minister
and staff and support other
Church operations.

In gratitude for the lives and
moments we share,
~Ginny

SPIRIT OF COMMUNITY
CAREGIVING
UPDATE
Many thanks to
Joan Dermody and
Beth Jepson, who
served as our
February Caregiving
coordinators (Joan for the first
time!) and were kept busy
providing various kinds of
assistance to our congregation
members.
Our hearts are with Mike
Armenia and family as they cope
with Joanne's unexpected death
at Newport Hospital just as this
issue of the Catalyst was being
put together. Many of us in the
Channing community have
known and worked with Joanne
in various capacities, including
the original Women of Wit &
Wisdom group in which she had
been a long-time member. We
knew her as a woman of spirit
and perseverance, keeping a
smile on her face even as she
dealt with various health
challenges. She will be greatly
missed by many. An
announcement regarding
memorial service plans will be
sent to the congregation
separately.
We extend condolences to Jim
Freess and Sondra Gold, who
had two family deaths during the
past month – Jim’s niece and
Sondra’s uncle. We are so sorry
for your losses, and are thinking
of you both.
Best wishes for a speedy
recovery go out to Kate
Dempsey and Abby Adams, both
of whom have been dealing with
orthopedic injuries.

A big thank you goes out to
JoAnn Rosemont, Sally Hanchett,
and Joan Dermody, who put
together and delivered packages
of Valentine goodies to a lot of
Channing members! So many
people enjoyed receiving the
unexpected treats for Valentine’s
Day.
Please remember
tha t
the
C h a n n i n g
Caregiving team is always
available to offer support to
anyone who is feeling isolated
during these weeks and months
of the pandemic and needs a bit
of cheer.
If you know of
someone who could use a
friendly phone call or some
other assistance, we welcome
hearing from you.
You can
contact our March Caregiving
coordinators,
Susan
Kieronski or Betty Maloof, or
one of the Caregiving co-leaders,
JoAnn Rosemont, Sally Hanchett,
and Lindsay Cassidy.
Also, as per the email
announcement that was sent out
recently, Channing Caregiving
helpers are available to assist
members of our community who
have challenges in signing up for
Covid vaccines or in getting to a
vaccination location. If you or
someone you know needs
assistance, please let
Caregiving know by email at:
Caregiving@channingchurch.o
rg.
~Linda Beall,
for Channing Caregiving
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COFFEE BREAK
Tuesdays, 10:00am,
Via Zoom

Looking for a mid morning
coffee break with Channing
friends? Contact Nancy
C a s w e l l ,
a t :
coffeebreak@channingchurc
h.org so she can send you the
Zoom Invite Link.

CIRCLE OF
CONCERNS &
JOYS

Sat., March 20, 9:00am,
Via Zoom
―Circle of Concerns and Joys‖ is
an opportunity to gather in an
interactive, supportive setting to
share joys and concerns. We
are gathering virtually, via
Zoom. Each session includes
brief readings, sharing, shared
silence, and candle-lighting, and
lasts about an hour. All are
welcome!
Please email
Maryellen Doherty at
ConcernsAndJoys@channin
gchurch.org a few days
beforehand if you’d like to
participate, and she’ll send you
the Zoom meeting information
and readings. Plan to sign in a
few minutes early to get settled
before we begin at 9:00.

SOCIAL ACTION
SAC UPDATE
Sharing is Caring!

Sharing our collections with
local nonprofits has been part
of Channing’s traditional way of
reaching out to our community
for many years, as part of the
Social Action Committee
(SAC). The Share the Plate
(STP) collection, while church
was in person, had been the
fourth Sunday and our
designated organization was
announced in the church
program of service. Now that
our services are virtual there
has been a reduction in the
amount collected each month
and SAC may combine two
month’s donations to be given
to a worthy local group to
m a k e
u p
t h e
difference. February and March
are going to the MLK Food
Pantry. We are hopeful that the
congregation is able to continue
their generosity by sending a
check marked Share the Plate
in the memo line along with the
monthly collection for the
church.
Members of SAC created a list
of areas to be addressed such
as environment, legislation,
hunger, housing, education and
immigration, to name a
few. But during the heightened
stress of the pandemic, we
decided to collaborate with the
Newport Partnership for
Families (NPFF) for guidance on
those agencies most in need of
our support. Early in 2020 STP
donations were designated to
buy personal protective
equipment (PPE), food and
clothing for families struggling
to secure their basic

needs. Recently we have begun
a relationship with a organization
working to assist the Latino
community in Newport called
Conexion Latina Newport
(CLN) read more below.

Todos Unidos
(Everyone together)
The Social Action Committee is
working with Conexion Latina
Newport (CLN) to provide direct
support to members of the
Latina community on Aquidneck
Island. Recently SAC and CLN
teamed up to deliver the food
received through the Channing
protein drive and the toiletries
donated through the Margit
Baum Fund, to Latina community
members.
You will be hearing more from
SAC as CLN identifies specific
needs of community members
and as SAC works to meet
those needs.
Right now, there are two
requests:
1. For Spanish speakers
who would be available to
assist CLN community
members as they
complete “official”
documents written in
English.
2. For children’s clothing
and winter jackets –
sizes newborn through
12. The clothing does not have
to be new - gently-used clothing
is welcome. Diapers of all
sizes are always
appreciated.
Donations can be placed in
the clearly marked box on
the Channing House porch.
Please contact Sheila McEntee
if you are a willing and available

Spanish speaker or if you are
interested in working with SAC
as it develops a relationship
with CLN.
And if you cannot travel, email
Sheila McEntee to arrange a pick
-up of your donation. Gracias!
~Nan Heroux
Social Action Committee

ECO BITS & TIPS

The Biden Environmental
Agenda
Now with a
month under
its belt, the
Biden/Harris
Administration
has made the environment, and
specifically, climate change, one
of its policy priorities. Aside
from rejoining the Paris Climate
Accord, establishing a Special
Advisor on Climate in the
person of Former Senator and
Secretary of State John Kerry
gives climate the priority it
deserves.
Specifically, while Biden has not
aligned himself with the higher
profile Green New Deal, the
plan to make the United States
Carbon Neutral by 2050, and
use the push to become more
aggressive on supporting ―green
infrastructure‖
and
deemphasizing carbon intensive
projects such as the Keystone
Pipeline is a significant
commitment. Additional
support is likely in the form of
funds for mass transit upgrades,
to subsidize more wind and
solar for both commercial and
residential applications as well
as efficiency upgrades for
existing buildings.
Continued on next page
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SOCIAL ACTION
Some of the more creative
policy proposals look to increase
the use of alternative fuels or
reduce carbon use outright.
These include the following:
Straight carbon tax, and ―old ―
idea once championed by
Republicans, that taxes fossil
fuels, typically by the ton,
and then at ever increasing
rates;
In a similar vein, institute a jet
travel surcharge based on
distance of the flight leg;
Reinstitute Methane Capture
technologies relaxed, against
fossil fuel company desires,
in natural gas exploration;
Build out E-charging stations
throughout the country and
predominantly fueled by
green sources to support
wider distribution of noninternal combustion engine
propulsion
Use biomass fuels beyond
traditional annual crops like
field corn, that could include
industrial hemp, wood waste
and farm animal effluent;
Scale up wind power generation
in the windy Midwest, and,
solar electric and hot water
generation, when it is
especially efficient for on-site
production;
Increasing hydrogen as well as
battery powered and
rechargeable hybrid cars
AND trucks; including semitrucks and delivery fleets
including USPS and other
high use government
vehicles, including extension
to tax credits for their
purchase;
Broaden the Northeast and
western US states
Renewable Energy Standards

to the entire US, where
electricity generation is
sourced from renewable
sources – hydroelectric,
solar, wind and methane
from landfills.
Some of the newer information
sources I can share with readers
are here:
Decarbamerica.org/report
where data promotes a
sustainable future, supported
by the Bipartisan Policy
Center, Clean Air Taskforce,
Third Way and the
University of Maryland
Ecowatch.com/climate-change/
I hope to focus on how actual
and potential policies can help
individuals and society in future
issues.
~Craig Gaspard, (the views
expressed are the sole opinion
of this writer)

BLACK HISTORY
ASSEMBLY
th

The 50 consecutive Rogers
High School Black History
Month Assembly occurred as a
YouTube event on Friday,
February 12th. It is now available
for viewing at: https://
youtu.be/5PkO3SOFc-s
We would encourage all
Channing members to watch this
YouTube event. Speaker Gene
Cory explained the beginnings of
the assembly and the role that
Channing Church has played
from the very beginning.
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The student recipient of the
Marcus Wheatland Award was
Max Newsome, a senior at RHS.
Max is an honor student who is
an accomplished athlete in
varsity football, basketball and
baseball. He was captain of the
football team this year. As
quarterback, he has received
numerous awards. He has an
extensive history of community
volunteering, including shoveling
snow for elderly neighbors. Max
works part-time year-round
helping his mother run her day
care center, as well as other
summer jobs in Newport.
Channing Church and
Community Baptist presented
Max with a $1000 scholarship.
The George Downing Award
went to Dr. Michael Browner, Jr.
When Michael was a senior at
Rogers, he was also awarded the
Marcus Wheatland Award. He is
a social studies teacher at
Thompson Middle School.
Michael is a committed individual
who takes his role as an
educator and mentor very
seriously. He also serves as a
pipe organist at his Baptist
church.
The moderator of the event was
Kayvon D. Lockhart, another
outstanding senior at RHS.
Channing and Community
Baptist awarded him a
scholarship of $500.
The YouTube assembly includes
both Rev Bill Zelazny and Judith
Porter representing Channing
Church.
~Judith Porter

ANNOUNCEMENTS
PROVIDING
FOSTER CARE

TWO PATHS FOR
MEDITATION

There are two paths, Virtual
(YouTube) and Live (Zoom.
Members and friends can
follow either or both.
The Virtual Guidance Path –
YouTube lead meditation
Each week in the Friday E-News
links to two YouTube
meditation videos chosen by
Rev. Bill are sent out to the
congregation. One is a spoken
guided mediation, the other a
music or singing bowl
meditation.
No limit to the
number of times a meditation
can be watched. Return as often
as you like to a meditation that
you like, or skip a meditation
that does not inspire a good
feelings.

Channing Family Ministry Office
is concerned about family
welfare for all families and
children. We recently found out
about the great need for foster
families, especially for special
needs children provided through
The Groden Center Treatment
Foster Care Program. Groden
Center Treatment Foster
Care Program
(GCTFC)
provides treatment level foster
care for a diverse population of
children and youth with special
needs (0-22 years old) and
matches them with licensed
treatment foster homes across
Rhode Island. If you, or someone
you know, is interested in
learning more about treatment
foster care, please contact
Brendan Carty at (401) 2746310, extension 1229 or send
a n
e m a i l
t o :
bcarty@grodencenter.org
~Rev. Bill Zelazny

The Live Guidance Path –
Zoom Meditation
with Ginny Spaulding
Ginny Spaulding leads a
meditation on Zoom every
other Wednesday (March 3,
17, and 31) at 8:30 a.m. The
20 – 30 minute session are
based on Buddhist tradition of
mindfulness and stress reduction
as taught by Jon Kabat Zinn and
other Buddhist meditation
teachers. Other forms of
mediation may be explored as
desired by participants.
To
receive the Zoom link please
e m a i l
G i n n y :
meditation@channingchurch.org
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FAMILY MINISTRY
UPDATE

Some of the Chalice
Children and their
families and I held a
zoom
meeting
recently. We talked about what
we did during the holidays, and
especially about what we DID
FOR or GAVE TO someone else
as holiday gift. One of the kids
made a Christmas card for a
nursing home resident( no one
she knew). Others have
thoughtful presents to family
members. They all get it!
Now that we are finished the
mini-unit on The Spirit of Giving,
we will start a review of the 7
UU principles with many stories
and activities. Packages with
materials to use for our studies
were brought to each child’s
house.
Stay tuned..... JoAnne Ritchie
(FamilyMinistry@channingchurch
.org )

